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The summer launch was so fun, first we  
had a pre-party at Christian and Kim’s 
“Rabbias Dolce Fumo” North End (the food  
is phenomenal!). Then had a packed house  
at the new Lifetime Fitness, Peabody. Thank 
you to both for being great hosts. 
  
The fashion show during the launch event 
(with the gorgeous models wearing Messina 
Clothing) was awesome. Check out the photos 
in our “Scene InBoston” section as well as on 
our social media sites. 

I do hope you love the Fall 2021 cover as  

much as I do! It is our first only male cover!  
Joe Lyons: a multi-talented and really nice guy. 
David Bruce interviewed him for this feature 
story, and what a cool story he has. 
  
I met Joe when Louie Bello invited me to his 
new recurring music series at the W Hotel. 
  
(Louie Bello is one of Boston’s best singers. 
Coincidentally, he was on our Fall 2020 cover 
with Nataly Joly and Sing. His recently released 
video “Jesus” was nominated to the peach tree 
film festival). 
  
So of course we went, it was a great show, met 
up with a crew of old friends and after the 
show we took a group picture. That’s when 
Louie introduced me to Joe. 
  
We got to talking about what he does and 
somehow he started telling me about his 
vintage Ralph Lauren collection. (He had me at 
vintage.)  I love really cool unique vintage 
pieces and I always believe there is value in old 
things, sometimes you shouldn’t just discard 
them (I’m not encouraging hoarding, lol). 
  
But Joe has a super fly collection of original 
Ralph Lauren and Polo items. Alicia Tardugno, 
the photographer that shot the cover, was 
spectacular - she got so much of his collection 
too (check out the image in the contents page  
from the photo shoot). Which, speaking of the 
shoot, Joe took full control of it. He and Alicia 
worked seamlessly together. He had pre-
designed the set and directed the cover shoot. I 
was basically a bystander for the first time! 
  
Aside from the fashion, his actual life story was 
so interesting to learn. I know you’ll enjoy 
hearing about him as much as I did reading 
David’s story, and David tells it well. 
  
No excuses, despite all odds, he made a     
successful life for himself and his family, and 
he did it doing something that he truly enjoys 
doing. I found it inspirational to see that he  
focused on what he loved to do, utilized his 
God given talents and made a career for   
himself. Just shows that you can actually do 
whatever you want to do. Great story. 

On a personal note, I want to wish my 

amazing parents a very happy 50th wedding 
anniversary (they celebrated this past May). 
They have been married 50 years!!! I am so 
blessed, fortunate, and grateful for the parents I 
have and the life they gave me. Truly, they have 
set the most incredible example of what parents 
should be and what true love is. Thank you, 
Mom and Dad. I love and cherish you guys 
more than you know. Wishing you many, many, 
many more years of love, great health and so 
much happiness. 
  
While I’m on the subject of family, although the 
end of summer is always sad to me for some 
reason, this summer it’s more than usual... I 
had to drop my baby off at college!! I feel like 
she just began preschool. Where have the years 
gone? She is my heart. As proud as I am of her, 
I’m depressed at the same time. 
  
Yes, college days in my house -- the kids are off 
and I’m still trying to get used to it. It’s a quiet 
that in all my years living, I’ve never 
experienced. It’s lonely not having chaos of     
yelling “wakeup!”, making lunches, driving 
everywhere, having all the friends over, 
checking homework, yelling more, making 
dinner, doing laundry, dishes, cleaning up after 
everyone… etc.… I can’t believe I’m saying that I 
miss all this!  But, I really honestly do. I wish 
the kids were here every day! If college is what 
they want - great — I don’t know that I am the 
biggest fan of this, but we shall see. I do wish 
them so much happiness and success and that 
all their aspirations and dreams come true (the 
best ones anyway).  

YES!!! We changed our name! Since the be-

ginning of this super fun project, when de-
scribing what we are and why we are doing 
this, I would say we are “showcasing what is 
InBoston”. I must have said this at least 900 
times. Every interview, each issue, during our 
Round Table talk show, etc.… We showcase 
what is InBoston.  
 
It is therefore only fitting, for our 3rd anniver-
sary issue, that this become our new identity. 
So, from here on, we are: “InBoston.” 

In the spirit of the season, David Bruce also 

did a story on Salem, Massachusetts, aka 
“Witch City”. 
 
I’ve always loved Halloween, it’s a party to 
me, probably because my brother’s birthday 
is October 31st so we always had a celebration 
for Halloween. I like the spooky fun of it. 
  
Prior to reading David’s piece, I thought of 
Salem as silly, dress up, fake scary fun! Yes I 
knew about witches and the haunted 
happenings, museums, etc.; however, after 
reading David’s story about how these poor 
people were targeted and murdered, ripped 
from their family’s and just killed…. It’s 
horrific. I now have a somber feeling when 
thinking of Salem and the witch trials. 
  
I’ve always been a firm believer of the 
commandment “though shalt not judge” and 
the story of “he who cast the first stone” and 
just simply believing “to each his own, live 
and let live”. My prayers that history never 
repeats itself and those souls can rest in 
Heavenly peace. 
  
I pray every day that people wake up—
literally wake up—and think for yourself. 
Make informed decisions based on your own 
inner guidance, not what people say or what 
you hear from MSM or politicians. Think for 
yourself! This is life. Life is, and should be, 
considered a precious gift. Appreciate the 
differences in your neighbors. Variety is the 
spice of life. I think of it in fashion terms -- 
the same look on everyone would be 
tragically boring. 
  
Before I sign off, I do want to recognize this 
20th anniversary of 9/11. The devastation and 
heartbreak for our entire country. God bless 
all the souls lost during that tragic time. God 
bless the USA. I pray for peace within our 
nation and around the world. 
  
God bless you all. Happy, healthy Fall! 

Inset Photo Effie Makris Likousas 

and I at Samuel Vartan’s Fall 

Fashion Show. Amazing show 

(covered within) so happy to see 

events, especially fashion & 

entertainment events, back! 

Visit us on Social Media InBoston Magazine - www.InBostonMagazine.com 

Don’t miss our  Facebook Live Round Table - 2nd & 4th Wednesdays @ 7pm  

Advertisers/Sponsors contact  alafauci@InBostonMagazine.com 









The world’s largest 2-day rowing event, 

“The Head of the Charles Regatta” was 

first held on October 16,1965.  

 

Today, more than 11,000 athletes from 

around the world compete in 55 differ-

ent race events.  For more information 

call the Head Of The Charles at 617-868

-6200. 

Head of the Charles  Regatta,  
image Taken by Julie Lynn Griffin 
From the BU Bridge, Cambridge, MA. 



What is HydraFacial MD?   By Maria Scenna, Bella Sandra Skin Spa 

Maria Scenna, Owner/Master Esthetician 339-206-5654, maria@bellasandraskinspa.com  

Skin improvements: 

~Encourages collagen production 

~Improves elasticity and suppleness 

~Reduces the appearance of lines and wrinkles 

~Extracts blackheads and impurities 

~Brightens complexion and skin tone 

~Assists with acne therapy 

There are also solutions for eyes and lips. The HydraFacial 

Eye Perk will brighten dark circles; reduce puffiness, smooth 

fine lines and wrinkles. The Lip Perk treatment revitalizes, 

deeply moisturizes and plumps the lips. 

Both treatments include a replenishing serum to take home 

after treatments to continue enhancing results. 

Are you ready to experience a HydraFacial? Visit                

BellaSandraSkinSpa.com to book your treatment and be one 

step closer to the best skin of your life. 

 

Let’s talk about the HydraFacial MD.  

What is it?  What can it do for your skin? 

HydraFacial is a non-invasive treatment for all 

skin types with no downtime. The HydraFacial 

is completely customizable and will target  

specific skin concerns such as fine line and 

wrinkles, hyperpigmentation, breakouts and 

inflammation. 

This amazing treatment simultaneously      

combines deep cleaning, chemical exfoliation, 

painless extractions while delivering deep  

hydration with powerful serums filled with 

antioxidants, peptides and hyaluronic acid to 

restore, refine and clarify skin tone and texture. 

Flawless Skin in No Time  

mailto:maria@bellasandraskinspa.com


Savvy Makeover 
Fall Makeup Trends by Savannah Paige Simpson 

Above: Lavender Smokey Eye 
Purple eye makeup, it’s an eye 
catcher. 
Blend a dark purple to the 
crease and then add a shim-
mery purple as a topper and 
under the lash line. Top it with 
a beautiful highlight shade in 
the inner corner. 
 
Model: Amber Marshall 
@ayeitsfashiondiva 
Photographer: Daniel Taylor 
@daniel.iso  
Makeup: Savannah Paige Simp-
son @asavvymakeover 

Above Right: Colored 
Lashes 
Funky and adds an 
edge to any look, high 
fashion/editorial in-
spired. 
 
Model: Jess Hampton 
@jess_hampton 
Photographer: Kevin 
Gonsalves 
@calo_photography 
Makeup/Hair: 
@asavvymakeover 



Top Right: A technique used under-

neath your base. Where you apply 

your contour, concealer/highlight first. 

Then buff it out with foundation on the 

top to create a seamless finish. 

Cream/liquid products are recom-

mended for this. 

Model: Jenni Rose @missjennirose 
Photographer: Brian Pitcher @brianpitcher 
Makeup: Savannah Paige Simp-
son @asavvymakeover 
Hair: @forumsalons 
Clothes: @messinaclothing 

Above: 
Burgundy Lips 
Adds an edge to any look and looks 
beautiful on any skin tone. Matte, 
satin or even a glossy look is very 
eye catching. Although it gives off a 
moody vibe it is easily wearable.  
 
Model: Morgan Stevenson 
@morganmodellife 
Photographer: Micha A. Holder 
@bash_pics 
Makeup: @asavvymakeover  

Right: 

Peach Lips: Soft but 

easily wearable, per-

fect for every day. 

Topped with a gloss 

for a plump juicy 

look. 

Model: Danica Craft 

@morningstarcraft 

Photographer: John 

Tucker @johntucker990  

Makeup/Hair: Savannah 

Paige Simpson 

@asavvymakeover 



By Tiffany Giannato 

Talking to Tiffany  
Marina Varano of ABG Clothing 



   T: Tell me a little about yourself and how you      

got into being a designer.  
 

M: My name is Marina Varano, but everyone 

calls me Ri.  I have always been into fashion, 

clothes, and all the different trends ever since I 

can remember.  I went to the University of San 

Diego and studied Communications and Sociology, 

with a minor in theatre.  As you can see, I kind of 

enjoyed dabbling in multiple topics. While there,  

I would frequently go up to Los Angeles, and   

meet up with my dad, who truly is the reason          

I love fashion so much.  

He is the one who has always been on top of the trends, and in the 

know for what is "hot and new" in the fashion world, for both men 

and women.  Anyone that knows him, knows he always dresses to 

impress!  

 

I frequently went back and forth from California to Massachusetts, 

so that's when I really tried experimenting with different styles and 

seeing what worked on each coast. I think the differences I discov-

ered, and realizing how versatile some of my clothing pieces were, 

is what really sparked my creativity to start my own line. With 

that, being able to uniquely tie in a family message that has been 

so important to us, it seemed like the perfect recipe for success.  

 

I began sourcing material from different manufactures, both in 

state and globally, ensuring the best material for my soon to be 

customers.  Before I knew it, I had more blanks, and color then I 

knew what to do with! I actually loved this trial-and-process 

though, it helped me truly feel the journey of creating a brand that 

is mine.   

ABG stands for “Always Be Grateful”. It is a message my late grandmother, on my father’s side, instilled in him at a very young age.  Life wasn't always 

easy for them coming over from Italy, with no resources, and having to learn the language. He grew up with the mentality, no matter how hard your day is, 

at the end, there is always something to be grateful for. Him and my mother were very sure to instill that in my brother and I from a young age.  The most 

important thing for me is to ensure my customers love the quality and that they feel their best self.  ABG is a movement, and together we 

are all bonded by the things we are grateful for, and I am so proud to stand by this brand. 

T: So, you’re from Boston, but you said you are currently living 

in California do you think you’ll stay out west? 

 
M: After graduating University of San Diego, I wanted to check 
out the LA scene, so I moved out there in 2018.  My dad had 
taken me to LA when I was thirteen and I remember catching 
the "Hollywood bug," as they call it. 

T: What do you like best about being a creator? 

 

M: I think the best thing about being a creator is that you can really take any idea and turn it into something appealing. There are always 

going to be different tastes and opinions, which is to be expected, but I enjoy the challenge of finding a common ground that everyone can 

enjoy.  

T: Who is your favorite style icon and why?  

 
M: My favorite fashion icon right now is a woman from     
Germany, named Kim Duong, her Instagram, where she     
showcases her amazing clothes, is blvckd0pe.  When I began 
following her, she had a good amount of followers, but now 
she has 1.2 million.  I see many people use her as their influ-
ence! I love her style because she is so bold with her choices, 
and that type of confidence is what I believe everyone needs 
when they are picking out their clothes. 

 

T: Describe your own per-

sonal style.  

 
M: My personal style is high-

end casual.  You can always 

catch me in sweatsuits, 

matching or not, but some-

thing cozy yet stylish at the 

same time.  That is what I 

loved about being in Boston 

and Los Angeles, and seeing 

what trends carried over and 

which didn't. 

 
T: Do you ever get hit by 

designer’s creative block, 

and if you do, how do you get 

past it? 
 



M: I definitely get hit with creators' block from time to time.  The best thing I do when this happens is stop thinking too hard.  If I am thinking so hard about some-

thing it's probably not going to be an authentic idea anyways, so I take a few steps back from the drawing board. 

 

T: What are your top styling tips for  women? 

 
M:  My number one styling tip is to always make sure you are comfortable.  Whether it's heels, jeans, or leather pants,  if you are not comfortable, it will never be 

worth it.  I truly believe you should enjoy the outfit on your body, just like you enjoyed picking it out. 

 



T: Name 5 trends or brands you are loving lately. 

 
M: Five brands I am loving lately: Kith, Dior, Aritzia, Zara, Rick Owens. 

 
T: Name your favorite quote to live by. 

 
M: "If you grow up thinking everyone has the same heart as you do, you'll be very disappointed."  I love this quote because I think it's so important to remember 

you cannot expect 'you' out of people.  If that is the case, then you will always be let down. People are different for a reason, there are 7 billion people in the 

world, and we all handle or approach things differently. 

 

T: Are you finding it difficult to stay on trends since COVID has hit? 

 
M: Covid has been very tricky because we went through a phase where no one left the house, so no one was really looking forward to going out, so picking out 

new clothes was not on their forefront priorities.  What I did like though, is that athleisure and 'sweats' have become more popular, and that goes along with the 

ABG brand. 

 

T: What is the one trend you would never wear and why? 

 
M: Honestly, I have been experimenting with a lot of things I thought I would never try and have been pleasantly surprised.  I always struggled with different 

types of pants because I am only 5'1.  I always wanted to wear flare jeans and cool pants, but between the lengths and different trims, I constantly assumed I 

wouldn't be able to pull it off.  With the proper searches and right brands, there are creators that have made something for everyone of all sizes, and I love that 

about this industry. 

 
T: What would be your ultimate fashion publication? 

 
M: I would have to say my ultimate or dream fashion publication would be Vogue.  It is world renown and is respected by so many readers from around the 

globe. 

 
T: How can readers purchase your brand and follow you on social media? 

 
M: My website is www.abgthebrand.com and my Instagram page is @abgthebrand.  I love seeing new followers and being tagged in their pictures with 

their new gear on, it makes me so happy! 

 

T: What are some of your upcoming goals 

M: One of my upcoming goals is to master the Emboss type 

print.  Embroidery is always a classic, and it's clean-cut, but I am 

experimenting with a new touch-print design that I am excited to see 

samples of soon! Another goal is to really expand the idea of a unisex 

fit. In regard to most of my items, I design all of my stuff to be a 

somewhat oversize and unisex fit.  I love that when women go into a 

store now, they can find some of their best outfits in the 'men’s' de-

partment, and style the pieces in their own creative way. 
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Thank You fr sharing your Story with us  
Marina!         In Boston 

http://www.abgthebrand.com/
http://www.abgthebrand.com/


Natalie & Liv  

Photography for this double interview by Brian Pitcher 



As self-employed artists out of 

Boston, Natalie Joly and Liv LeDonne 

are surprised by how many similari-

ties there are in their day-to-day 

work. Natalie being a musician and 

Liv a stylist, the pair question each 

other on their creative process each 

from their own perspective, showing 

how music and fashion undeniably 

inspire each other. 

photo layout for Nataly Joly and Liv LeDonne  
interview by Brian Pitcher Photography  



Do you think it’s more important for artists to keep up with trends or to dress accord-

ing to their genre of music? 

This is something I go back and forth on, probably depending on whether I like the 

current styles or not, LOL. I always keep an eye on the latest trends, and I tend to just 
take the elements that I like and find a way to incorporate them into my style, but over-

all, it’s more important to me to be myself than it is to be cool in the moment. 

Liv asks Natalie 
 
Do you dress differently for different parts of your job? 
Absolutely… When I’m in the studio or at home working, I 
dress very casually and comfortably. When I’m gigging, I 
definitely have a dressier vibe, then I have an in-between 
style for meetings, events, video or photo shoots which are 
my favorite outfits because this is when I have the most ver-
satility to play around with new looks without too much 
pressure. 

Is your on-stage style very different from your everyday 
style? 

I definitely put much more thought into my on-stage style 
because I consider it to be a part of my performance, an ex-
tension of the music in a way. Putting together my look for a 
show is one of the essential parts of planning my perfor-
mance and I like to be creative with it. My everyday style 
takes a lot less time and my goal is to feel like myself and be 
comfortable and confident. 

Which artist's style do you like the most? 

I like a lot of different styles and tend to like certain elements 
from different people. I’m a big fan of Fletcher’s style, I think 
she’s really good at being daring without going over the top. I 
also have always loved JLo’s style. Whether on stage or out 
running errands I just think JLo has the perfect combination 
of elegance, sex appeal and personality. Last but not least, if 
you know me you know I love Steven Tyler and I have to 
admit I’ve definitely stolen some fashion ideas from him over 
the years, LOL. 

How has your style evolved over the years? 

My style is something that is constantly evolving along with 

me as a person and as a songwriter. I’ve always been into the 

rocker fashion vibe as I’ve always been in the rock/pop gen-

re of music. When I was younger, I got big into dyeing my 

hair funky colors and wearing lots of accessories, like leather 

and studs, but recently I’ve become much more interested in 

dressing in a way that makes me feel most like myself and 

not worry too much about my image but care more about 

how my clothes make me feel. 

 



Natalie asks Liv 

Do you listen to music when you work/

creative?  

Yes, I do! If I am styling a client, I usually 

let them pick the music, that way when 

we are trying on different outfits, they 

can feel confident and comfortable. If  I 

am working alone, I usually work to more 

upbeat music which keeps me motivated 

and dancing, so I’m relaxed and the ideas 

flow easier. 

Do you listen to different kinds of music 

when you’re doing different things? If so, 

what music, when? 

I usually don’t listen to music when I'm 

taking photos for my Instagram/blog 

which may sound strange to people. But 

on my way to a shoot or to events I typi-

cally listen to a lot of hip-hop, I don’t 

know why but it hypes me up and puts 

me in the right mood. Then on the way 

home I will listen to Lo-fi music, it helps 

calm my mind and wind down. 

Which artist's style do you like the most?  

I feel like I look to male artists more 

when it comes to style. I like ASAP 

Rocky's style, Justin Bieber, Kanye West 

to name a few. For girls it's mixed… I like 

Rihanna and Ariana Grande, but I would 

mix up their styles into one, adding in 

some of Rihanna’s street style to Ariana’s 

girly image. 

How would you define your “genre” of 

style? 

It definitely depends on my mood, but I 

think my style leans more toward hip-

hop/rap. I pull a lot of my inspiration 

from artists in this genre and it’s the 

music that makes me feel most like my-

self. 

How do you keep up with style trends?  

It’s definitely hard to keep up with trends 

especially with everything moving so fast 

these days and fashion is constantly 
changing. But I try to stay true to myself 

and my style which I feel is important, 
that way you don’t get overwhelmed. I 

keep up through social media and other 

stylists I follow. If I see a new trend going 
on that I like, I try to find a way to mix it 

into my style and play around with     

different ways to apply it. Otherwise, I'll 
enjoy it from a far... you don’t always 

have to hop on what’s happening, be you! 



W               e love to collaborate with The Professional Stylist Forum, Hair and 

Makeup artists, Photographers, Models and the In Boston Magazine design-

ers to come up with fun, seasonally themed photo layouts.  

 

This Fall, our theme was celebrating curls for a “CURLS JUST WANNA 

HAVE FUN” campaign. The stylist team at the Forum (shown here top right 

photo and named individually in The Forum’s article following this page) as well as 

our good friend Carmen Rosaria joined forces to create amazing curly looks 

exclusively using only “Trybe” hair products.  We came up with some fun 

wild looks in clothing, hair and makeup.  Our set photographers, Micah 

Holder of Bash_Pics and Hill Zhou Photography took some cool shots at the 

Professional Stylist Forum location as well as at Oak and Iron Brewery in 

Andover, MA.  

 

Our Models: Alicia Tardugno, Ashlee Harnum, 

Eleni Likousas, Sofia Likousas,     Danissa Ari-

as, Maddie Cook, Melanie Scoppettuolo, Fadia 

Chahine, Makayla Shey Sparks, Sydney Hol-

land, Richie Floramo and Sara Benlaatmania. 

 

Hopefully you all enjoy this layout as much as 

we enjoyed creating it!  Here are some behind 

the scenes and prep shots followed by the 

“Curls Just Wanna Have Fun” Photo shoot. 

 

Top right group Photo from Bash_Pics remaining 

Photos on this page by Hill Zhou Photography 





Curls 
        mbracing and celebrating natural texture is a trend that has 
been a long time coming. For many years natural curly hair has 
been looked down upon; a sign of quirky individuality at best or 
even laziness at worst. Now beautiful coils of natural curls are be-
ing seen in a new light- as they should! 
 
The Professional Stylist Forum used the featured Fall 2021 photo 
shoot to celebrate fun, bouncy, curly hair textures. This shoot was 
meant embody fun, the crispness of autumn, and the boldness of 
gorgeous natural coils. Lead Coordinator & Stylist April Lyn 
Graffeo, Professional Stylists Maggie (Stokes) Evans, Michael  
Rafuse, Joanna Gianoulis-Lewis, Bankk Chaleunsouk & Charbel 
Chahine created fun bouncy styles that felt springy, carefree, and 
sugary.  The makeup looks were created by Nichole Little, Master 
Esthetician & Microblading Artist. She’s used Blue Bee Cosmetics 
(@bluebeecosmetics) And Pure Colors Mineral Makeup as her 
paint, two lines offering natural to bold looks while caring about 
ingredient and for the environment. Her vision was fun, colorful, 
playful looks that featured bold primary colors and facial 
gems.  This shoot was also a perfect opportunity to partner with our 

exclusive textured hair product line: TRYBE Hair Care. 

E 

Just Wanna Have Fun! 

Photos on this page by Micah Holder @Bash_Pics 



Owner and Founder of The Professional Stylist Forum, Anthony DeVito, has built a reputation as not only a beauty industry leader- winning 
countless salon awards and recognition over his 15-year career- but is also known as a beauty product guru. Any products on the shelves at 
his salons must pass his rigorous checklist to ensure they meet our standards of ethicality, environmental responsibility and safe ingredient 
compliance.  All Forum products are PETA-approved, vegan, ethically sourced from fair trade, and comply with strict recycling proto-
cols.  Our products are guaranteed to work and sold only by licensed professionals. All Forum- recommended products can be found 
at professionalstylistforum.com. 
 
It took almost ten years for DeVito to hand pick a textured hair product line that met his requirements. TRYBE products and ingredients are 
100% USA sourced & manufactured, Vegan friendly, Gluten-free, Cruelty-free, Nut allergy-safe, environmentally safe, and EU health & 
safety standard compliant. They do NOT use Parabens, Phthalates, Synthetic Oils, Sulfates, Mineral Oils, Drying Alcohols, or Synthetic 
dyes. 

There are endless amount of systems, rituals, and methodologies that are recommended for caring for natural curly hair. Anthony DeVito 
and his team at The Professional Stylist Forum believe in TRYBE’s cleansing rituals that include the groundbreaking idea of “hair bath-
ing.”  While most curly hair lines focus on making shampoos that cleans very little, and rely on conditioners to do most of the replenishment, 
TRYBE takes and opposite approach. TRYBE’s shampoos are noticeably thinner than most salon professional products — on purpose. The 
thin consistency allows the nutrients, fatty acids, vitamins and nourishing oils to penetrate through your textured tresses.  This makes the 
shampoos behave like a deep conditioning treatment, rather than just a cleanser. 
 
If you are unsure about caring for your curls, are looking for the perfect curly cut, or just want to meet the amazing team behind this photo 
shoot please visit The Professional Stylist Forum’s website: www.professionalstylistforum.com, Facebook: The Professional Stylist Forum, 
Instagram: @forumsalons 
  

*TRYBE Hair Care is a salon professional brand made to advance inclusion for all medium to high textured hair - not just curls.  Our name 
is the combination of the words "TRY" and "BE". We hope to inspire that everyone to always try and be the best versions of themselves in 
everything that they do in life. Simply, we are here as a physical reminder to intentionally and purposefully live your best life. We believe 
that life is meant to be lived UNAPOLOGETICALLY BOLD. 
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Joe Lyons shown above wearing Vintage Blazer by 
Harris Tweed, Shirt by Ralph Lauren Rugby Collection, 
Sweater by Ralph Lauren Polo Bear Collection, Jeans by 
Ralph Lauren Limited Edition, Belt and Socks by Ralph 
Lauren, Shoes by Gucci, Accessories (Bracelet) by Dune 
Jewelry Men’s Collection, Accessories (Lapel Pin) by 
Ralph Lauren Pink Pony 
Photo by Alicia Tardugno of Alicia Art & Imagery 
@leesha_lens 
Hair styled by @Rockyourbarber with 
@UpliftProvisions products 



Joe Lyons | Every day is a canvas.  
 

The 43-year-old Massachusetts native has used his artistic gifts, love of design, and flair for promotion to create an 

award-winning creative design studio that consistently delivers five star reviewed projects for his clients.  

 

By David Bruce 

 
Stay far from timid only make moves when your heart’s 

in it and live the phrase the sky’s the limit.” 
 

~ The Notorious B.I.G. 

W              hen it comes to entrepreneurship, there are two types of people: those that are in it to own a busi-

ness; then there are those that are in it to do the work. Joe Lyons, Creative Director of Spin350, falls into 

the latter category. 

 

Joe is a solopreneur; he owns and operates a thriving design business in an amazing commercial loft in 

Hyde Park. He has as a passion that borders on obsession for the work he does every day and in the vintage 

items he collects in his shop. From historic signs and sports paraphernalia, to a one-of-a-kind custom-

made bar crafted from reclaimed 19th century pine reclaimed from a local residential demolition project. 

His tastes run the gamut. One minute he’s playing unreleased tracks from the Notorious B.I.G., the next 

minute he shows you a tattered, yellow newspaper with the headline “Assassin’s Bullet Fells Kennedy on 

Dallas Street.” Joe has a way of seeing value in things that others may overlook. He uses that vision to de-

sign branding campaigns, build websites, remix music and even direct music videos. His vision continually 

brings success for Spin350 and the clients that seek out his services. 

 

In 2001, Lyons created Spin350. ‘Spin’ is a     
throwback to his DJ days. The ‘350’, well, 
those were three numbers that Joe became 
preoccupied with as a child. “When I was lit-
tle, I was drawn to numbers and the shapes 
and styles they take on. What I now know as 
typography. When I was ten, I had a Pin-
ewood Derby car, with a 350 on the side,” 
said Lyons. The ‘350’ also symbolizes an 
open    circle, meaning we are never com-
plete, always learning and evolving.  

Joe Lyons shown above during his days as “DJ SNOYL” spinning at Club Q. 



At a young age, Joe developed a love of music, he also began showing signs of his artistic ability, through his 

drawing. It was just one of the vehicles that he used to express himself. Later his interest in music blossomed 

beyond just enjoyment. Joe listened and interpreted things in a different way. In high school, he would tune 

into DJ Roy Barboza, on JAM’N 94.5, and was fascinated by how Roy transitioned from song to song – one 

track seamlessly joining the next without break. Joe began to deconstruct what he was hearing. “I started re-

cording Barboza’s shows, and studying them. I was learning four counts and eight counts. I’m a senior at this 

point and noticed the DJ at my prom was doing the same thing I asked him if he needed any help,” said Ly-

ons. Just like that, Joe kicked off his summer with job working with a DJ. There wasn’t much mixing going 

on, at the private events he attended, but Joe was getting his feet wet. He acquired a massive, used record col-

lection, turntables and learned the art of mixing and scratching.  
 

DJ Snoyl On The 1s and 2s 

 
That fall Lyons moved onto campus at Bridgewater and wheeled his turntables into his tiny dorm room. It 

wasn’t long before Joe struck up a friendship with a fellow student. Greg had an internship at the campus ra-

dio station, WBIM and invited Joe to hangout. When Joe arrived, Greg apologized, the person he was intern-

ing for didn’t show up. Greg suggested they leave, but Joe had another idea. “I was like hold on; I know a lit-

tle bit about this equipment. So, I powered everything up and I start doing the show,” Lyons said.  

 
Joe was excited to be playing live on air, but knew he may have crossed a line. “The next day I get a call from 

the music director. He’s like, did you go on the air last night… I’m like man, I’m screwed. Then he said, where 

did you learn to do that?” said Lyons.  

 
The music director asked Joe, now known as DJ Snoyl, if he wanted to come back the following week. Joe 

ended up being the only freshman with his own show. He now had all the records, equipment, and perhaps 

most importantly, he had a captive audience. “This is before ITunes, Spotify, and downloading music. If you 

weren’t twenty-one, you couldn’t get into the club and hear the new music, you had to listen to college radio. 

You couldn’t hear what I was playing on commercial radio. Commercial radio didn’t play Wu-Tang Clan, or 

Nas,” said Lyons.  

 
 Towards the end of his freshman year, Joe got hired to DJ the spring concert. He would be sharing the stage 

with KRS1, and DJ Roy Barboza. “It was the first time I met him [Barboza]. We talked on the phone before, 

but this was my first time meeting him. We have been friends ever since,” said Lyons.    

 
 Joe Lyons shown with Rapper “Nas” in 1999 



A Master of Promotion 

The concert was a huge success and Joe was named the Urban Music Director at WBIM. More 

than just a title, this put him in direct contact with record labels and artists. Never one to let an 

opportunity pass, Joe would take advantage of the concerts and backstage passes he was get-

ting from the labels, and taped every moment worth taping. “I would get artists to do drops, 

like, hey, you’re listening to DJ Snoyl. I definitely capitalized on it when I made my own mixed 

tape. It was a compilation of all my handheld recordings,” said Lyons. Joe ended up signing a 

distribution deal with Landspeed Records, in Boston and had five thousand cassettes pressed. 

The tape was a success and was reviewed in Hits Magazine, a music industry trade publication.  

 

“In the 90’s I was also in a group called the Taste Makers,” said Lyons. The Taste Makers were 

music influencers, before the word influencer was even a thing. The group would meet and 

evaluate music from record labels – music that hadn’t been released yet. The group reviewed 

and rated the music, made suggestions, but most importantly, they got to keep the tracks and 

play them on their shows.  

 

Throughout his career as a DJ, Joe had continually challenged himself to grow. He learned his 

craft, developed relationships with labels and artists, and capitalized on every opportunity that 

presented itself. But it was a time for another evolution. It was the year 2000, and Joe was 

graduating from college. After a backpacking trip through Europe, he attended design school 

for a year with the goal of applying his artistic skills to a career in graphic design.  

 

Joe initially worked as freelance designer for a company. In no time, he was managing projects. 

As a freelancer, the company told him to feel free to meet with his own clients at his leisure. In 

2001, Joe formed Spin350 and the balance of working as a contractor, while also creating for 

his own clients worked well, but off-site consultations was less than optimal. “I didn’t like 

meeting clients at Starbucks. I was running my own business essentially, but I’m like, the best 

way to really run a design business is to have my own studio,” said Lyons. In 2009, Joe got his 

own place in Hyde Park. Joe was taking a big risk at this point, he had to drastically raise his 

rates on the company that was supplying him with most of his work. It was a bold move and 

risky, but they agreed and stuck with Joe for a few more years.  

 

The business grew rapidly and Joe had five employees working in his space. He took on new 
business and was still handling several projects from his prior company. By 2012, Joe had a 
thriving business. Spin350 was at the top of his game. Things couldn’t have been any better, 
until he lost his biggest claim.  



Transformation: Broke, But Not Broken 

 

The company that had been feeding him projects for all those years –the ones he was 

depending on– hired their own in-house team and the contracts dried up. The financial 

burden was heavy and Joe had to let his employees go. He had to start again and it had 

to be built back in a way that he wouldn’t have to 

depend on others again. It was time for a rein-

vention, something Joe had plenty of experience 

in.  

 
The story of Joe’s early years, is a tale of adapting 

to difficult situations. At the age of two, Joe was 

taken from his parents by the state. His birth 

parents had a long history of drug abuse and jail 

stretches which led to him being taken into the 

care and custody of      Massachusetts DCF, in 

Brockton.  

 
He was fostered by a family in Brockton for two 

years. He settled in there and had two new big 

brothers, who showed him how to swim and 

taught him about sports. Two years later it was 

time for another change and he went to live with 

the Lyons family, on the south shore. Joe instant-

ly embraced them as Mom and Dad. In Decem-

ber 1984, the adoption process was complete and 

Joe became the newest member of the Lyons 

family. Along the way Joe changed schools more 

than once. As the new kid, there were times he fit 

in and adjusted well and times he didn’t, but one 

thing was consistent, change was constant.  

 
When Joe walked back into the Spin350 studio, 

after his staff left, he stared at the space with five 

empty desks. “It was almost like I hit rock bottom, 

I’m like what am I going to do. I almost started working on my first resume.” Joe started 

reaching out to agencies, but knowing his worth, he wasn’t applying as an employee, he 

had too much experience for that. He started spending some time at another studio, just 

to be around other creatives. “Then I realized, I’m able to stay busy enough to keep the 

lights on, take a paycheck and maintain complete creative control,” said Lyons. Joe used 

this time to reassess what he was doing and to realize what was truly going to make him 

happy – a solo shop, where he could work without any distractions. It is how he does his 

best work and it is the evolution into the award-winning design company, Spin350 as 

we know it today.  

 

Joe Lyons above - 3 years old 



New Territory 

 

As a true creative Lyons often takes on new passion projects that allow him to exercise his full range of 

creativity. When his friend, singer and song writer Louie Bello asked for his advice on an upcoming video 

for his song ‘Jesus’ Joe went in all the way. “Louie wanted me to take on the whole project, start to finish,” 

said Lyons. Joe agreed and started writing the storyboard for the music video. Joe selected the old Everett 

Theater in Hyde Park and the North River in Marshfield as the locations for the shoots. Doing this he cap-

tured the essence of the song, which transitions from darkness to light. This was Lyons debut directing a 

music video, a video that was recently selected by Peachtree Village International Film Festival.  

 
 
One of the key factors in Joe’s career as a creative director has been playing to his strong suit. “I stay in my 
lane and I focus on what I do well, which is design,” said Lyons. When Joe’s clients need services outside 
of his lane, he hires the best and collaborates with them to complete the projects. Joe works at a pace that 
would frighten most people, but he loves what he does.  His comfort zone is around 15–20 projects at a 
time, that is his speed. “I stack the deck, but never beyond what I can handle.”  
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By David Bruce 

The Real Halloween Town 

S        oon thousands of tourists from all over the world will descend on Salem. Dressed as witches, vampires and monsters, they’ll pass by palm read-

ers and costume shops, as they stroll along the brick and cobblestone paths. It won’t take them long to learn what locals already know; Salem is a 

one of a kind city filled with rich history, art and culture. 

 
The name Salem conjures up memories of tales of witchcraft and the witch trials. Between 1692–1693 More than 200 people were accused of prac-
ticing witchcraft. Guided by old-world-superstition, jealousy, and opportunism, nineteen people were hanged and one was pressed to death, based 
on mere accusations, mostly by children. What's worse, many of the accounts from accusers were based on their dreams. Dreams of black dogs, red 
cats, and yellow birds. The accusers recounted tales of townspeople coming to them to sign their name in a book: the devil’s book. 
 
As I walk the streets and narrow back alleys in the early morning hours after a long rain, I admire the murals in the Point and the brick-work outside 
the old Town Hall. The streets are empty. You can truly appreciate the beauty and uniqueness of this ocean-side city at this hour. While the resi-
dents and tourists are sleeping you can smell the distinct aroma of coffee brewing as you pass by the many coffee shops and restaurants. Salem’s 
architecture possesses the old-world charm of brick courtyards and homes built in the first truly American Style. Perhaps the oldest remaining 
structure in Salem is Judge Jonathan Corwin’s home, dating back to 1692. 
 
Corwin was one of the magistrates involved in making the preliminary inquiries into reports of residents practicing witchcraft. In 1692, he and 
Judge John Hathorne were charged with holding the hearings that condemned suspected witches to death. John Hathorne is the Great Grandfather 
of American novelist Nathaniel Hawthorne, who wrote among other classic books: The House of Seven Gables and The Scarlet Letter. 
 
The witch trials were a stain on the history of Salem, and an embarrassment to later generations, so much so that the whole event is considered to be 
America’s First major cover-up. In 1692, Massachusetts Governor William Phips issued a ban on any publication about the Salem Witch Tri-
als.  Nathaniel Hawthorne felt such shame about his family’s involvement that he restored the Elizabethan ‘W’ to his last name to try and distance 
himself from the senseless loss of life. His feelings are best captured in this quote: 
  

“The wrongdoing of one generation lives on into the successive ones.” 
~Nathaniel Hawthorne 

 

Models Abigail BolducHMU the Professional Stylist Forum. Photo by Michah Holder @Bsh_Pics 

Salem, MA  



History 
Strolling through Salem you will find several historic buildings and old graveyards making it the perfect backdrop for spooky 
films. Hocus Pocus, Salem Witch Trials, The Lords of Salem, and Hubie Halloween, were all filmed in Salem. Salem has a revo-
lutionary past. Ever defiant, the first armed resistance to British rule was made by a party of Salem Patriots. In 1775, patriots 
raised the drawbridge and prevented British troops from seizing equipment and ammunition that was hidden in the city. But the 
award for most defiant would have to go to Giles Corey. After being accused of witchcraft, Corey refused to enter a plea to the 
charges. The punishment for such insolence was to be pressed. Corey was stripped naked and placed between two boards while 
rocks were placed on top. The objective of this torture was to get the accused witch to confess, but Corey would have none of it. 
He didn’t scream, he didn’t cry, his only words to the Sheriff were, “More Weight.” An alternate quote heard by someone in the 
crowd quotes his last words as, “Damn you, I curse you and Salem.” At noon on September 19, 1692, Giles Corey was pressed to 
death.  
  
Today, Salem is one of the most open, accepting communities in Massachusetts, maybe the whole country. In Salem, you can be 
whatever you want. If you want to dress up as a skeleton or a bumble bee and walk around in July, no one will bat an eye.    
  
  
Lodging 
If you plan on overnighting in Salem, the Hawthorne Hotel is the place to be. It has a ton of history. The Hawthorne is the place 
for the best Halloween party in Salem, with many travelers flying in just to attend. Located right in the heart of the action, it 
makes the top 25-list for most haunted hotels in America. If that sounds intriguing, then by all means I recommend staying on the 
sixth floor – bet you won’t.  
  
If you’re looking for something more modern check out the Hotel Salem. It’s a boutique hotel with stunning views from Salem’s 
only rooftop bar. The Hotel Salem hosts weekly magic shows and dance parties and is located right on Essex St.  
  
Dining 
Salem offers excellent dining choices, from pub fare to high end cuisine. With its Oceanside location, Salem has many choices 
for the seafood lover. Finz Seafood and Grill has an impressive seafood menu. With vast menu options, Finz offers everything 
from lobster Maki to a 14oz Kona crusted grilled sirloin.  If you’re looking for an artisan sandwich or possibly the best crepes 
you’ve ever had, try Gulu Gulu Cafe, located right in the square.  
  
While there are several great spots for breakfast in Salem, Red’s Sandwich Shop sits at the top of the pile. A classic diner with 
booth and counter seating, Red’s is understandably busy, so get in early and order the Irish Benedict, it’s the perfect way to start 
a day of sightseeing.  
  
Salem is also known for its one-of-a-kind shops, but you won’t find many chain stores. The shops along Essex St are privately 
owned and they sell everything that a witch, warlock, or vampire could ever want. Be sure to check out ‘VampFangs’ and get 
yourself some custom-made fangs; you never know when you might need them.  
  

Location photos taken by David Bruce 



No trip to Salem would be complete 

without a stroll through Salem Wil-

lows Park. Named for the European 

White Willow Trees that were plant-

ed in 1801, the Willows is the per-

fect location to spend an afternoon. 

The paved paths take you from the 

shade of the willow trees to the 

rocky coastline. This 35-acre park 

has a quaint boardwalk with arcades 

and food stands. The Willows is the 

perfect place to take the kids for 

some entertainment and enjoy a 

meal at one of the many picnic ta-

bles you’ll find at this tree lined 

park.  
  
Salem’s history, culture, and unique 
style make it a place where you can 
spend days exploring and continual-
ly find new and interesting things. 
Salem should be appreciated for all 
of its beauty. It belongs to artists, 
rebels and outcasts: they get it. 
When you visit, keep an open mind. 
Don’t try to make it something it 
isn’t. Appreciate the history all 
around you and whatever you do, 
stay off the sixth floor of the Haw-
thorne Hotel. The hotel was built 
upon what was Bridget Bishop’s 
apple orchard. Bishop was the first 
person executed for witchcraft in 
Salem and her ghost is rumored to 
wander around on the sixth floor.  
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abigail bolduc PHOTO BY MICAH HOLDER @BASH_PICS  

HMU THE PROFESSIONAL STYLIST FORUM, STYLED  

BY ANNMARIE LAFAUCI DESIGNS  



Natasha Mendez PHOTO BY MICAH HOLDER @BASH_PICS HMU by Natasha 
STYLED BY ANNMARIE LAFAUCI DESIGNS  



JENNI ROSE PHOTO BY MICAH HOLDER @BASH_PICS HMU THE PROFESSIONAL STYLIST FORUM, STYLED BY ANNMARIE LAFAUCI DESIGNS  



Natasha Mendez and Abigail Bolduc PHOTO BY MICAH HOLDER @BASH_PICS 
HMU for Abigail THE PROFESSIONAL STYLIST FORUM, STYLED BY ANNMARIE LAFAUCI DESIGNS  



Abigail Bolduc PHOTO BY MICAH HOLDER 
@BASH_PICS HMU THE PROFESSIONAL STYLIST 
FORUM, STYLED BY ANNMARIE LAFAUCI DESIGNS  



JENNI ROSE PHOTO BY MICAH HOLDER @BASH_PICS  
HMU THE PROFESSIONAL STYLIST FORUM, STYLED BY ANNMARIE LAFAUCI DESIGNS  



natasha mendez PHOTO BY MICAH HOLDER @BASH_PICS  

STYLED BY ANNMARIE LAFAUCI DESIGNS  



Model Natasha Mendez Photo by Michah Holder @Bsh_Pics 



Model Jenni Rose HMU the Professional Stylist Forum. Photo by Michah Holder @Bsh_Pics 



Models Natasha Mendez and Abigail Bolduc, Photo by Michah Holder @Bsh_Pics 



Model Areli Caballero shown above. HMU the Professional Stylist Forum. Photo by Michah Holder @Bsh_Pics 
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Models Natasha Mendez, Areli Caballero and Abigail Bolduc 

shown above. Photo By MonsterJazz Photography 



Model Abigail Bolduc  
Photo By MonsterJazz Photography 
HMU by The Professional Stylist Forum 



Models Areli Caballero and Jenni Rose  

HMU the Professional Stylist Forum. 

Photo By MonsterJazz Photography, 

styled by Annmarie LaFauci 



Model Abigail Bolduc. HMU the 

Professional Stylist Forum. Photo By 

MonsterJazz Photography, styled by 

Annmarie LaFauci 



Model Jenni Rose HMU the Professional Stylist Forum. Photo By MonsterJazz Photography, styled by Annmarie LaFauci  



Around the World  

Mexico’s Copper Canyon By Effie Makris Likousas 

           opper Canyon (Barranca del Cobre) is most easily accessed by air from 

Mexico City to either Chihuahua or Los Mochis and the best way to see the     

Copper Canyon is by the famous Chihuahua al Pacifico (El Chepe) which is a train 

that runs between the two cities, making numerous stops along its way.  

 

Copper Canyon is actually a series of canyons which drain the western side of the 

Sierra Tarahumara. The entire Copper Canyon region comprises 25,000 sq mi, 

almost a third of the state of Chihuahua, which is Mexico's largest state.  In 

Cooper Canyon there are over 5km of zipline across seven ziplines and two    

bridges with a return to base on a cable car. The longest of the ziplines is over 1km 

long and 480m up. 

 

Effie and Rafael took her girls, Eleni and Sofía to Mexico. The highlight from this 

trip was their visit to Copper Canyon.  When they arrived, Effie says they “hiked 

and hiked, and then hiked more, it was a rough hike. Then we ziplined 6 different 

times and crossed 1 bridge @ Copper Canyon”. Effie said. “Sofía, (*Effie’s young-

est), had to go on the gondola with Rafael. Because she wouldn’t have been able 

to do the rigid hiking of the mountains or all the zip lines”.    

 

The longest of the 7 is known as the "CATA Monster", this span is the longest 

continuous zip line in North America and the 7th longest in the world! Travel 55+ 

mph while 250 feet over our ski trails with two minutes of zip lining and miles of 

views.  The Copper Canyon stretches across the Southwestern portion of the state 

of Chihuahua in Mexico. Now, the old silver mining town of Batopilas is located 

at the very bottom of Batopilas Canyon, just 500 meters above sea level. It is sub-

tropical in nature and you’ll find papaya, avocado and banana trees are prolific 

down there.  Mexico's Copper Canyon is home to the fastest long-distance run-

ners in the world. 

 

“Then”, Effie says “there is the Copper Canyon Cocktail Bar. It is built literally 

hanging over the canyon and you can walk on the glass.”  “It was absolutely  

amazing”, says Effie.  “We (Effie and her elder daughter, Eleni) hiked our asses off, 

it was worse than being on survivor!”  “I love the pictures. because it was a ‘Once 

in a Lifetime Amazing and Adventurous Trip’ If you get a chance to go to Mexico, 

you must visit Copper Canyon!” 

 
*Photos show Rafael, Effie, Eleni & Sofia, the canyon, the zip lines, the view, the Copper Canyon Cocktail Bar. 

All photos provided by Effie Makris Likousas. 



Not hearing from them by text or phone very often. They are either talking to 
other people or they are just not that into you. You should be on their mind, and 
they should show you they are thinking of you and want to see you by making 
plans and making you a priority. It’s so easy to text and make time for someone if 
you are interested in getting to know them better.  If they are not making the effort 
that you deserve to be getting, either let them know what you need or move on. If 
they don’t try harder after letting them know you need more, don’t take offense but 
let them go. Don’t waste your time and energy worrying about someone that isn’t 
giving you enough.  
  
Talking about their Ex all the time. Talking about the Ex in a lot of detail, in an-
ger and bashing them probably means they have resentment. They may not be 
fully over them and may not be ready to move on to something new. It is some-
times hard when someone asks you about you Ex not to go into too much detail, 
but if you are in a good place, you should not hold negative, bad thoughts towards 
that person. 
  

They are too busy and don’t make time for you. It shows that you are not important enough for them to reach out to 
you. You need to be with someone that gives you the attention you deserve. Sometimes it’s bad timing and people 
think they have the time or can make the time and they just can’t. Don’t be upset if that happens, in life it’s all about the 
right opportunities at the right time. 
  
You catch them in little lies. Lying about who they are, what they do, their age, their photos and the list goes 
on and on. If someone is being deceitful in any way, be careful letting them get to know you better. We all want trust in 
our relationship, and someone that starts off lying is a huge red flag and we need to be cautious of. 
  
They don’t make you feel special. They don’t tell you that they think you look great, are attractive and don’t give you 
complements. You need to feel appreciated, cared for, admired and if you don’t feel they are all about you, they might 
not be that into you. 
  
Rude or disrespectful to people that come in contact with. Be careful of people that treat the wait staff and the service 
industry people they feel are beneath them. People that think they are better than others probably don’t deserve your 
time. 
  
Wandering eyes. They may be looking for the next best thing. We all want to feel confident that the person that 
is with us, is all eyes on us. If you have a bad feeling about this then be careful, no one wants to date a cheater. 
  
Don’t agree on important topics like religion, politics, dog lovers, kids and other passions of yours. You should be 
like minded on important subjects if they are important to you, then most likely you should both align on those things. If 
you have some things that you love and they are totally opposite in their likes and communities, then it’s probably not 
the best fit. 
  
Fighting out little insignificant things. If someone is picking fights with you over little silly things, be careful. The 
beginning of a relationship should be fairly easy, lighthearted and not full of frustration and fighting. If you’re in the be-
ginning stages and already see it’s a rocky road, then you might not be super compatible for the long term. 
  
Reactions in stressful situations. Are they quick to anger, do they overreact and come to a boiling point if they 
come across something that isn’t easy breezy? Sometimes its good to see how the other person does react in those 
types of situations. 
  
Jealousy and controlling. If someone shows signs of jealousy and controlling over you, be careful.  They may be 
controlling of who you are spending time with, getting upset when you hang out with your friends and thinking you may 
be doing someone behind their back. You want trust and confidence in the person you are with. 
  
Clean/Messy- You can tell a lot about a person by seeing how they live, are they clean, messy, OCD. Usually, oppo-
sites in this area won’t be a good fit. If someone’s a clean freak they might not pair well with a messy person. 
  
Not talking about the future or making future plans. Once you are invested in the person you are seeing you should 
be making plans and talking about things you want to do together. Discussing meeting friends, family and introducing 
children. Planning trips and talking about the future more and more. 
  

Spotting Red Flags While Dating 
From Expert Matchmaker Tammi Pickle with Elite Connections 

800-923-4200 l Office - Tammi@EliteConnections.com l Email - www.EliteConnections.com l Web 

mailto:Tammi@EliteConnections.com
http://www.eliteconnections.com/


Above, various pieces of Manning’s artwork. Lower left, Jim 

Manning poses with his statues that got mounted recently at 

the veterans memorial. 

 
Spotlight Artist Jim Manning 

Artist Jim Manning, born and raised in Boston, Massachusetts, taught himself how 
to paint.  He uses many different mediums, including oil, acrylics, and pencils. He 
says “Each idea manifests in its own individual style”. 

A “biker at heart” he says, he “enjoy motorcycles”.  “My motto is ‘I Live to Ride!’  he 
says in his spare time he enjoys riding.  Many of his pieces are directly influenced 
by his riding. Living in the country, he incorporates the simple beauty of the land-
scape in his artwork.”   

His pieces representing Boston are some of my favorites, as well as his patriotic 
work. 

Jim sent me a really cool painting he did of Boston’s Kenmore Square area that in-
cluded the landmark “Citgo” sign (see picture on left). He’s incredibly talented and 
we InBoston wish him to a of luck producing and selling his artwork. 

Interested in Buying visit Manningjim65@gmail.com  or call 720-656-7223. 

mailto:Manningjim65@gmail.com


Sensational Looks for Fall 

Summer has come to an end. Leaves are falling and autumn is calling. Even though temperatures 

are dropping, and the air is becoming cool and crisp, “hot” fashion will always keep you warm. I 
actually love Fall clothing: the colors, the soft fabrics, and of course, chic coats and boots. Fall 
weekends tend to get busier as the lazy, hazy days of summer are now behind us. Therefore, we 
have more outfit changes as we are not in a bathing suit any longer for most of our weekend hours. 
Here are my favorite Fall outfit picks to keep you on trend from Friday through Sunday. 

Off the shoulder dress: This feminine style dress is perfect for a 
romantic dinner, or a casual daytime wedding, bridal shower, or 
other social gathering. The tie waist highlights the smallest part of 
the torso making this dress ultra-flattering on all body types. The 
green and orange tones could not be more perfect for Fall.       
*Look by Voltage Boutique  

Off the shoulder top/leather pants: Leather pants are a constant staple in 

my closet during all four seasons, The split leg gives the classic leather 

pant an instant update. Off the shoulder tops are having an undeniable 

presence on the runways, red carpets, and the city streets. They have 

become a wardrobe must have, as they can be worn with jeans for a casual 

look or with a pencil skirt and heels for an evening out. They show a 

subtle hint of skin, highlighting the collarbone. I love this outfit for date 

night or a party.  *Look by Voltage Boutique 

By Tiffany Giannato 



Satin Dress: Pantone has named “Ultimate Grey” as one 
of the colors for 2021. Grey is known to encourage 
composure, while being robust and   flattering on a 
variety of skin tones. The color grey also stands for 
unity, stability, and hope which is so  important for all of 
us after experiencing the pandemic over the last year and 
a half. This satin dress is perfect for a formal wedding or 
a night out in the city. The side tie on the dress is a 
current fashion trend, which updates the classic, satin 

mini for Fall.2021.  *Look by Voltage Boutique 

Wide leg pants and tie dye top: The wide leg trouser 
should be an essential pair of pants for all women to 
own. They sit high on the waist, frame your figure, 
and are one of the most comfortable pant styles you 
can possibly wear. This burnt orange color is amaz-
ing to wear during the months of October and No-
vember. Tie dye prints are not losing steam and are 
transitioning to darker colors, leaving summer pas-
tels and neons behind for a while. I think this outfit is 
great for work on a Friday. It is comfy, yet business 
casual and transitions great from office to after work 

cocktails. *Pants by LIT Boutique *Shirt by Rain-
bow 



Platform combat boots and   velour set:     Platform, combat style boots 

are one of the biggest, fall shoe trends. Their popularity is only growing, 

and they look adorable paired with scrunch socks. Velour, which was 

everywhere during the early 2000s has also started to enjoy the spotlight 

again. The fabric has a luxe look and feel to it and helps take you seam-

lessly from summer into the cooler months. The velour, two-piece short 

set is great for a warmer, autumn day and looks perfect when paired 

with a denim jacket as the   temperature drops. This outfit is a great 

selection for a weekend brunch. *Look by Rainbow  

Bell bottom jeans and 

halter top: Bell bottom 

jeans are the anti-skinny 

jean. They arrived on the 

fashion scene during the 

1960s and they continue 

to evolve with the times 

to remain in style. Halter 

tops were the micro 

trend for summer of 

2021. They complement 

the nostalgia of the 

1990s styles that contin-

ue to flood the stores 

currently. Loving the 

tassels on the halter for a 

bohemian vibe and the 

mustard color for Fall so 

that the shirt doesn’t 

appear too “summery.” 

This outfit is perfect for 

a casual Friday dinner 

and drinks, as well as a 

Sunday Fun Day.  *Jeans 

by Express *Halter by 

Shein 

Two-piece sweatsuit: 

Sweats have become a 

movement lately with 

the popularity of the 

loungewear trends that 

emerged when the 

COVID came upon us. 

Sweats are comfy and 

practical. You can’t help 

but love them. This 

outfit is perfect for 

running errands on a 

busy Saturday. Neutrals, 

such as white and ivory, 

continue to be extremely 

popular.  *Look by 

Voltage Boutique 



Ready to change your life? 

Feel and look better than ever with one of 

Boston’s best personal training companies 

25 YEARS EXPERIENCE 

Contact Fit For Life!    617.515.0221        

Perform 3-4 sets of the 

following exercises   

8-12 reps  

Half kneeling overhead dumbbell 
press 
Using only one weight puts emphasis 
on core, symmetry and balance.  
 
Kneel with your right leg bent in front 
of you at a 90-degree angle. Hold a 
dumbbell in your left hand in front of 
your shoulder (a). Keeping your core 
and glutes tight, press the weight 
directly overhead until your arm is 
fully extended (b). Use your back and 
shoulders to slowly lower the weight 
back down to start. That's one rep. 
Do 10, then repeat on the other side. 
 
Quick Tip: Your arm should be close 
to your ear when it's fully extended. 
 
Leaning Lateral Raise (The TRX is 
optional. You could use a solid, sta-
ble object like a squat rack instead) 
The leaning lateral changes the an-
gle so that your delts work even in 
the bottom position, making the lift 
more challenging and more effective 
when you’re looking to sculpt rounder 
shoulders. I also love that you are 
not only working your core but also 
your grip strength.  
 
(a)Hold a dumbbell in hand farthest 
away from the TRX with your arm at 
your side and your palm facing to-
wards you. (b)Raise the dumbbell up 
to the side to shoulder height. Pause, 
then lower the weight to return to the 
starting position. 
 

Exercises for Shapely and Sexy Shoulders 
 
Whether you’re a guy or girl, there’s nothing better than round, capped deltoids 
(shoulders) to accentuate that body. 
Guys - look jacked in your fitted tee-shirts. Ladies - make that hot, little, black 
dress look even more tremendous.  
 
Shoulder training has several benefits beyond the aesthetic; it enhances posture 
and strengthens the muscles surrounding the shoulder joint, creating more stability 
and an overall sturdier body structure.  Now let’s get to work! 

http://lizdellaporta.com/contact_us.html


 

 
Reverse fly to T-Hold 

This is a challenging exercise 
that targets the obliques and 

rear deltoids. 
 

(a)Start in a t-hold side plank 
with your hips raised high and 

your feet stacked on top of 
each other. Hold a dumbbell in 

your hand held above your 
shoulder. 

(b)Rotate your body and twist 
the dumbbell underneath your 
body. (c) Rotate back up to the 
starting position, fully contract-
ing your posterior deltoid at the 

top of the motion. 
 

Quick tip: If you feel unstable in 
this position, split your legs, 

bringing your right leg forward 
to steady yourself. 

 

 

Plank Dumbbell Front Raise 
This is a challenging exercise 
that targets the erector spinae 
(lower back), rectus abdominis 
(abs), and transverse abdomi-
nis.and the anterior deltoids 

 
Get in plank position with your 
hands on the weights directly 

below your shoulders and your 
palms facing each other (A). 

Brace your abs, and keep your 
left arm straight, raise it in front 
of you to shoulder height (B). 
Return to plank, then repeat 

with your right arm.  

It's recommended that 

you do the exercises 

one to three times per 

week with at least one 

day between sessions. 
 

Start with light to mod-
erate weights and build 
up duration and intensi-

ty. This will help pre-
vent injury. 
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   Fashion Week and Fall Collections  

   Each year as a new seasonal change approaches so does the anticipation of viable 

   option. Yet as always fashion finds a way and this fall 2021 season welcomed back 

live runways to Boston.  

A much-needed cure for the fashion itch in the city of Boston came from Lindsay Tia in late September and 

her boutique, “THE CUE.” Tia being a preview to Boston Fashion Week and the long-awaited opening of the 

season “Fashionably Late” at the Liberty Hotel.  

KB Fashion Productions and Tia are no stranger to the catwalk of the historic old jailhouse. The team 

wasted no time heating up the packed three floors with gorgeous Dynasty Models and the fall must have 

trends.  

A taupe leather pant, top and jacket look appeared first and made a statement for the theme to follow. 

Next was a simple little black dress paired with a snakeskin green jacket for a perfect Friday night out. 

From there a classic black leather pant and beige top, closing the first sequence was a tawny toned tight 

leather top and pant look.  

Second on stage was a flow of autumn orange and standard blacks. A spaghetti strap dress with daunting 

cuts and a foliage pattern made its way down the runway. Followed by; a chic caramel skirt and a copper 

velvet button down made for a cute fall outfit. Last was a tan business pant paired with a black leather 

crop top, slap on a suit jacket and a great look for the office.  

Closing out the event was a line of dresses. A cerulean colored layered off the shoulder, vintage lace 

style showed “THE CUE” has those sweet Sundays looks as well. Then came a patterned Channel brocade mini 

and the showstopper of the evening was a nude wrap showing all the right curves.  

The final walk through for Tia and her fall collection carried at THE CUE received a rave review from the 

packed hotel. The looks paused for pictures and the dynasty divas draped in this season must haves brought 

back live fashion to Boston.  

The Cue is a style lounge carefully curated for the trendy professional. 

Whether you are going from the boardroom to the bar, from day to night, or 

from busy weekdays to lazy Sundays, we all want to look our best. The Cue 

has everything you need to feel confident in our look - anytime, anywhere. 

Lindsay Tia Reilly is the Founder and Owner of THE CUE, as well as the cre-

ator of the popular Lindsay Tia brand. Originally from Quincy, MA, Lindsay 

has a degree in Fashion Merchandising from Laselle College, with a certifi-

cation from the London College of Fashion where she learned from several 

iconic fashion designers. 

Through THE CUE, Lindsay combines her heritage of 

working with high quality goods, her keen eye for 

style, and her desire to empower women through 

fashion. THE CUE serves as a local establishment 

for those looking for day-to-night style, 

“confidence through clothing," and a powerhouse 

women crew.  

Located in Milton, right outside Boston, this sec-

ond-floor style loft is unlike any other boutique. 

Shop online at www.shopthecue.com, shop in store, 

hire a stylist, or even host your event in their 

trendy NYC style space  

 

 

Left: Autumn orange and a brown leather mini skirt from The Cue collection hit the Fashionably 

Late runway. Right: A snakeskin green suit from Lindsay Tia posed at the Liberty Hotel.               

Photo by: BelGioco Media 



Officially opening Boston Fashion Week, October 3rd on a gorgeous Sunday 

afternoon at the Marina Bay boardwalk was legendary Denise Hajjar with a 

260-seat sold out show. With sponsors, Siros, Boardwalk Pizza, Beauty Bos-

ton, Donato’s Gelato, Port 305, Blue, Victory Point adding the gift bags 

and treats served.  

Kicking off the event was Lady DJ, Denise LaCarubba Boston’s sexiest mc 

and spinning music to suit the style. The first looks to hit the runway 

were classic back and white, a chic and fun take on a night out or a Sun-

day stroll on the docks. Followed was, plaids and earmuffs, knits and 

furs, the layers that are always a must for the New England foliage sea-

son.   

In the next section was a showstopper! A leather look of chic meets Alex-

ander Wang punk style for a board meeting that can transform into cocktail 

hour.  

After were, winter mini’s, cute cover ups and Hajjar staple head wraps and 

all seasonal accessories. Who said black and white is boring? Hajjar put 

together a full walk through of style with patterned skirts, pom hats, 

chic jackets, comfy sweaters all that can transition from day wear at the 

office to casual style.  

Pairing up with painter turned legging designer, Irina Gorbman Hajjar 

closed the show with athleisure looks. A sweater with swag, a pom hat, and 

cute boots, to custom artwork pants, for the perfect Sunday style! 

In each mini collection showed were men’s looks from head to toe that can 

be found at Marina Bay Living, a spin off and just a few doors down for 

the Denise Hajjar boutique.  

The event ended with a heartfelt thank you from Designer Denise Hajjar for 

all those that have supported her through her career and being a apart of 

the first ever Boston Fashion Week Show on the Marina Bay Boardwalk.  

Boston born and raised, Denise Hajjar inherited her design interest and 

talent from her grandmother who was also a designer in Damascus, Syria. 

Her grandfather also in the industry, was a pattern maker and owned a 

dress factory from Beirut, Lebanon. Denise decided after graduating from 

The School of Fashion Design, would stay close to her roots and start a 

business in Boston. With over 35 years in her own design business, Denise 

has established herself as a top designer. Hajjar having sold her crea-

tions nationally to department stores, specialty boutiques and individual 

clients worldwide. 

Now blissfully married Denise has settled on the Marina Bay Boardwalk in 

Quincy where the Denise Hajjar Boutique has transitioned into catering to 

her local clients taste and Hajjar giving her guidance on how to style 

each piece. A year has now passed since the opening of Marina Bay Living, 

a home goods store with local products from Triple Decker Candles, men’s 

wear to Marina Bay must haves.  

Take a trip down the Quincy docks or shop online www.denisehajjar.com or 

www.marinabayliving.com  

Scene&Style officially closed out Boston Fashion Week with taking on the 

night life. Star seamstress Alexandra Renee Bianchi brought together a 

crew for a one of a kind, must see show. A collaboration of Boston’s best! 

Photos Top to bottom: A leather look of chic meets Alexander Wang punk style for a board meeting that can transform into a cocktail hour showed 

on the Denise Hajjar Runway during BFW21.  Print patterns for men’s looks from head to toe walked from Marina Bay Living at the Hajjar event. 

The first looks from Denise Hajjar to hit the runway were classic back and white, a chic and fun take on a night out or a Sunday stroll on the 

docks. Photos By: BelGioco Media. 

 

 

http://www.denisehajjar.com
http://www.marinabayliving.com


The evening was hosted at Hava, MC Jason from Night Moves, DJ Big 

Tunez, Party Boston and the 617 Productions team set the scene for a 

night to remember. 

Commanding attention from the first set of looks was French flair, a 

classic black mini meshed with horse feather detail. Following was a 

line of sheer elegance, pieces of bold blues for a rooftop cocktail 

affair, chic silvers, and creative cuts, with a tie died mini meant 

to make a statement.  

Along came classics paired perfectly; a chic red velvet pant and 

black bustier cut top, bold pastel pops, all with fashionable flow. 

An essence of spray style showed; A tie died mini, off the shoulder 

with deep paint and prints, black splatter style mini meant for a 

Hava night, and a hot pink hoedown sort of sway with horse detail 

ravaged the runway from the SS22 Collection from Alexandra Renee 

Bianchi. 

Making the backstage magic happen and the flawless faces of top mod-

els were perfected by Jacquelyn Vokey whose mission is to make every 

person she meets, happier and a more beautiful. Jacquelyn Started at 

Christian Dior many years ago as a Beauty Consultant and Makeup Art-

ist and has now started her own business. With awards such as Saks 

Fifth Avenue 2009, Betsey Johnson 2010 Vokey has the right look for 

you. Contact her at jvokey12@gmail.com or follow @jacquelynvokeymua 

The stellar hair styles were provided by Charles Maksou the Dry Cut 

Craftsman. An Eight time "Boston's Best", Charles continues the lega-

cy of the Dry Cut from the legendary John Sahag. The method was 

founded in Paris, and Charles brought it to Boston in 1998, and was 

awarded "Boston's Best Dry Cut" after opening his first studio. With 

over 30 years of experience, what he enjoys most is being a sculptor. 

He loves creating the perfect shape for a client to enhance their 

natural features. To book an appointment call 617.797.4141 or visit 

drycutboston.com.  

Coming from behind the curtain to the press pit was Robert Paris with 

MonsterJazz Photography grabbing the eye-catching angle. Also, iconic 

photographer Richard Bertone. Vokey and Bertone have been working 

together for years on projects such as BETSEY JOHNSON NEWBURY ST. 

with SHAG Hair Salon, Nicole Romano, & Project Runway Designer Kelly 

Dempsey, and much more.  

Richard has been doing photography for over 35 years in Boston, Rhode 

Island, New York, and surrounding areas. Richard works with ideal 

clients such as Neiman Marcus, Saks Fifth Avenue Nicole Romano, Donna 

Karen New York, and works several well know celebrities. The best 

part about Richard is his work is privy to high end clients.  

You can follow Richard on Instagram or contact him at RICHARDBERTONE 

photography 617-733-6056.  

The star of the evening is a Boston School of Fashion Design graduate 

from 2015 that has made a name for herself. Alexandra Renee Bianchi 

who was born and raised in the Boston area. While studying at SDF she 

fell in love with the couture, custom, bridal and eveningwear realm 

of the fashion world. As she creates her garments, she strives for 

quality and sustainability. With classic silhouettes, her designs are 

edgy, fun, unique and flirty, while remaining timeless, elegant, and 

feminine. Her designs are all handmade, custom to the client. With 

each client she focuses on creating a perfectly tailored and con-

structed garment. 

Her collections are a combination of elegance from an era of ladylike 

class and a modern touch of dark punk with sexy seems. Keep your eye 

out from this emerging designer as she spends her off time in the 

sewing rooms of Yolanda Cellucci and Vera Wang! 

Top Image: Designer Ali Bianchi showed classics 

paired perfectly in a chic red velvet pant and 

black bustier cut top at her BFW21 Show at 

Hava.  

This image: An essence of spray style with a tie 

died mini from Bianchi hit the Hava runway 

Photos By: BelGioco Media  



Bianchi is most certainly the future of Boston Fashion. Visit Alexandre-

aReneeCouture.com for more on this lavish designer or follow 

@alexandrareneefashion 

Post fashion week Designer Samuel Vartan revealed deep bold expressions in 

his winter collection known as “Dark City.” The event took place at the his-

torical Henderson House in Weston, Ma. Vartan and company welcomed in fall 

with the unveiling of a long-awaited collection with a party that was put on 

pause from March of 2020. 

The evening began with hors d’oeuvres and champagne rounding the room. With 

brand Financial Advisor Semi Spahillari greeting guests and honoring CEO 

John Randall of “Amigo” a service provider over the last 50 years for chil-

dren and adults with autism. Amigo was the charitable partner of the event 

receiving a portion of proceeds from the silent auction.  

The venue was absolutely breath taking, the fashion was set up to flow down 

a grand staircase and models to mingle throughout the rooms to orchestrated 

audio.  

Opening was a stunning chic businesswomen look, a classic black pant suit 

with strategic cuts fit for the board room to transitions into martini meet-

ing. Silver seduction followed, a classic black sleeveless with a striking 

streak of metallic made its way down the runway.  

A dark night in Armenia was portrayed with a stunning sequence of classic 

black in a line of chic and edgy dresses. Showed pieces were Sparkle and 

mesh, a simple peek a boo with leather pockets, a long full-length button 

down. Continuing with; leather trim to a skirt suit, a zip up with imbraided 

texture, a hallowed dark hooded look, cropped velvet, pinstripes, and leath-

er details.  

As the collection continued, shimmer tones fit for office and feminine at-

tire sashayed. Dangerous dresses alongside chic business looks of took to 

the catwalk. The showstopper of the evening was a backless golden sex appeal 

silhouette. Followed was a silver suit set, aurum metal colored button down, 

an eye demanding black cocktail, a printed leather gown with a deep cross 

statement, a full-length velvet with pop up cuts.  

Then a staircase closing piece, a dark side of an all-black old-world robe 

with laced wings worn the graceful actress Naira Zakaryan. The final 

walkthrough glided in grand fashion around the spectacular venue from the 

Samuel Vartan Collection with the designer himself taking center stage to 

show his gratitude to his team, guests, son, and amazing wife.  

The evening did not end there, Vartan guided all into a room set for the 

showing of the tailor to Naira  

Zakaryan’s movie “Gate to Heaven” in which Samuel dressed her for the prem-

ier. From there all were invited to another round of appetizers, drinks, and 

dancing in the main hall late into the night.  

Vartan’s Winter collection, known as “dark city,” is about being a musician, 

growing up in the 1980’s, living and breathing rock and roll and city night 

life. It is as gothic and cool as Paris, Prague, Berlin, and London after 

dark. Nestled into his choices of leather, suede, cashmere, tweed, satin, 

and velvet are whispers of the art deco movement, film noir and the classic 

architecture of Europe’s oldest cities. You can learn more about Vartan on 

his website or shop his latest collection at www.SamuelVartan.com  

 

There it is, Boston Fashion Week, pre and post reviewed. The season has just 

begun for fashion in our hub and a true blessing for it to be back on the 

live runway. Follow Scene&Style on social media for upcoming show and live 

footage. Also check out www.BelGiocoMedia.com for full written reviews.  

The showstopper of the evening was a backless golden sex appeal silhouette from the Samuel Vartan Collection. Next A staircase closing piece from 

Vartan, a dark side of an all-black old-world robe with laced wings worn the graceful actress Naira Zakaryan. Photos By: BelGioco Media  

 

http://www.samuelvartan.com
http://www.belgiocomedia.com


Scene 
The following pages include: Images from the red carpet at our summer launch event at Lifetime Fitness and the event’s Live Fashion Show; 

followed by BostonMan’s Pink Carpet, Louie Bello’s Music Series at the W Hotel Boston and other fun events in and around Boston 







Boston’s hottest Red Carpets, galas and fundraisers at the coolest venues around town, the Encore Casino, the Red Sox 

ALCS Playoffs and Effie’s floor seats to Celtics games! There is so much to see and do in Boston and Effie captures it all! 

Photos provided and takem by Effie Makris Likousas 





Encore Casino. Birthday Dinners at 

Lucca, Assaggio, Bricco, Mare, Summer 

in the City and Samuel Vartan’s Private 

Fashion Show 





He finally decided to 
turn his life around. 
Once he started on his 
road to recovery,    Dan-
ieli said he made it his 
mission to help  others 
battling addiction.  

R    

Uplift • Rocco Danieli 

I met Rocco Danieli this past September, during our live Round Table Talk Show when Derek Burns (who was featured in 

our Spring issue) brought him to our show.  Danieli brought some sample products and sweatshirts which were, of course, a 

big hit.  We began talking about the great success he’s had in his ventures.  He expressed how extremely grateful he is for 

his own recovery, the help and guidance he was fortunate to have had, and how dedicated he is now to helping others.  His 

message is promising, he is upbeat, positive and happy. Quite frankly, I personally found Rocco incredibly “Uplifting”. 

 

We decided to do a story on Rocco and scheduled a photo shoot to get some cool footage of him and his team; most of whom 

are very successful entrepreneurs today but come from a similar background battling addiction.  The photo shoot was so 

cool.  It was an absolute pleasure meeting and working with the Uplift Team players and I hope to highlight more of their 

stories in future issues.  

 

Our InBoston team supports all of those striving for recovery and will do what we can to help spread Uplifts message that 

recovery is absolutely possible, as you can see by Rocco Danieli’s inspiring story. 

           occo Danieli, born and raised in Massachusetts, is the youngest of seven children.  Today, 

he’s a successful entrepreneur who, along with partner Luke Noreen, runs “Over the Top Barber 

Shop” in Stoneham, Massachusetts. Danieli also manufactures his own product and clothing line, 

“Uplift Provisions” with partners Steven and Kelly Presti.  Rocco and his team personally handcraft 

each product in a local warehouse. Uplift Provisions products can be found at the Over the Top 

Barber Shop as well as on salon and barber shop shelves nationwide, select Wholefoods             

supermarket locations (including Swampscott, Ma) and on his website www.upliftprovisionsco.com 

which, he boasts, is “extremely well done and very easy to navigate.” 

 

Danieli has always loved to barber.  He told us he’s “been 

hustling as a barber since he was a teenager.” He was 14 years 

old when he got his first pair of cutting shears. Though he did 

work other jobs, including selling produce in Boston’s 

“Haymarket” and working in machine shops, his passion was 

giving haircuts.  He would cut hair on the side, in the break 

rooms at work, in his mom’s kitchen and even at the local 

library. 

 

However, his success story almost didn’t happen.               
Unfortunately, Rocco comes from a family riddled with    
addiction.  He says, “It was only a matter of time until I    
started using.”  He became heavily addicted to alcohol and 
sadly he lost two of his sisters to drugs, nearly lost his brother 
and came close to losing his own life in a horrific car wreck 
where he broke both of  
his feet. 



Danieli makes sure that the doors of Over the Top barber shop are  

always open to young adolescents and people who are newly sober. He 

hopes to bring AA meetings back to the shop soon (which they had 

been hosting prior to Covid). He graciously donates a percentage of his 

Uplift Provisions product sales to The Family Restored, a non-profit 

organization dedicated to helping those afflicted by addiction and their 

families. 

The definition of addiction is not being able to stop doing something 

that you love, but fortunately for Danieli, he was able to refocus his 

addiction into his work.  Danieli says he loves to help people find their 

path to recovery.  “Enough is enough” he said, “No parents should bury 

their children!”  Along with his own sisters, Rocco said he’s lost close 

to 65 personal friends.  After experiencing such loss, he is determined 

to be an example of hope, a role model to youth and to show families 

who have been affected by addiction that recovery is possible.  

The Uplift Provisions Company was created to “Uplift and Inspire” 

people. The hair care products from Uplift Provisions Company are 

universal to all hair types and do not contain harsh ingredients. Danieli 

personally created this hair and body care line, doing his own research 

and development for all his products. He credits this work for helping 

him on his road to recovery.  He and his team continue to manufacture 

the hair care line locally and, because customer service is so important 

to Rocco, he still goes door to door to deliver orders.  Each product has 

an inspirational quote inscribed on it that Danieli shares with his clients  

He believes “good words helps to begin each new day on the right 

track”, says Danieli. 



Uplift Products used exclusively in this layout:   www.upl 

iftprovisionsco.com @upliftprovisionsco 

Photographer: www.jonathancarusophotography.com insta 

@jonathancarusophotography 

Models in layout: 

Rocco Danieli @rockyourbarber 

Michael Canada @barber_bladez 

Derek Burns @Dbunz220 

Jay Mac @the_backstah 

JJ. Tamilio , @Jinkz_beyondink 

Candice Sabato @candi.lox 

Matt Misci @mish_cuts 

Ringo Black @ringoblack 

Hair styling by Ringo Black 

Dillon Meserve @yourbarbersfavoritebarber 

Michael MacDonald @ the_real_spikeymike 

Dave Crafa @dzave31821 

Sam Pitino @Letterluxe_signs 

HMU:  Kali Lombardo @unicornsdohair 

Craig Percoco @craig_percoco 

Tyler Carlson @havenbarberstudio 

http://www.jonathancarusophotography.com/


On a personal level, Rocco continues to help    

recovering addicts as an Independent Facilitator. 

He teaches Mindfulness and Meditation classes for 

those chasing long-term sobriety. The models in 

these photographs are all personal close friends of 

Rocco Danieli, he refers to each of them as fami-

ly.  They proudly wear his Uplift Provision items 

of clothing.  Rocco tells us that these people have 

contributed in his journey to success, and he really 

wanted to have them all included in this layout.  

Congratulations to Rocco Danieli, who is also  

newly dubbed “Dad”! The very proud father to his 

precious new baby girl.  (We were so excited when 

his beautiful fiancé Lindsay attended the photo 

shoot with his new baby girl in tow.) Really 

though, the overload of cuteness in their family 

pictures is priceless! 

Rocco is wearing lots of hats these days, juggling work as a barber, manufacturer, delivery service, and providing for his new family.  

Then I have to mention because he really wanted to include, that he is a self proclaimed “top chef” he sent me pictures of the delectable 

menus he has prepared for his family and guests to eat and if they taste as good as they look, I’d have to agree; but in addition to all of 

this, Rocco Danieli is also a two-title holder.  He’s a “Top 100 World Barber,” which you can see on his social media platforms, and he 

is also the reigning 1992 “Baby Massachusetts!”  Yes, it’s true, he still has the sash to prove it which proudly hangs in his barber shop! 

(Although I think it’s time to pass the crown -and sash- to his own little princess.)  

We truly enjoyed meeting Danieli, his family, and his team. They are wonderful, talented, welcoming, and a very friendly group of 

people.  If you’re in the Stoneham area I urge you to go check out Over the Top Barber Shop!  

 

“Life can be hard. It’s important to inspire people, to make them feel good and look good.  
That’s the biggest satisfaction I have in life.” -- Rocco Danieli 

Learn more about 

Uplift Provisions 

Company on 

the official 

website and Instagram. 

Rocco and his 

associate, fellow barber 

(and local comedian), 

Matt Misci, joined us at 

Joe Lyons Spin 350 

Studio for the Cover 

photoshoot and Rocco 

styled Joe Lyons hair 

with Uplift Products for 

the cover of this 

InBoston issue. 

 



   t’s that time of year again! The time 

when families get together, parties 

are had, and gifts are given. It’s 

bound to bring up memories of Holi-

days past. So, as you’re caught up in 

your memories of Christmas morning 

and opening your toys, please re-

member, most of those toys could 

have killed you. 

 

Yup, back in the days of leaving in 

the morning and coming home when 

the street lights came on, the toys 

were pretty much the most danger-

ous thing in the house. Ranging from 

impalement to food poisoning, these 

toys were the gifts that kept on giv-

ing. Not surprisingly, here are a few 

gifts that you will not be seeing under the tree this year. 

 

1. Shrinky Dinks 

       The name alone made you laugh, or maybe it was the toxic fumes coming from the baking plastic in our ovens. Whatev-

er the case, it’s doubtful that parents would ever allow a 5 year old to play with an oven or get high off of fumes these days. 

 

2. Easy Bake Oven 

      This was the absolute best! Nothing like a 1st degree burn and a side of food poisoning to start your day off. Not going to 

lie, this was a favorite of mine and it physically pains me to put it on this list. The Easy Bake Oven walked so that sushi could 

run. 

 

3. Skip-It 

      Let’s tie a rope around our ankle and jump over the ball attached at the end. I can’t be the only person seeing this end 

badly. You know that at least one kid thought it was a good idea to tie it around their neck. 

 

4. Slip N’ Slide  
      There is nothing like hurling yourself to the ground onto a piece of wet plastic. The fun, the thrill, the spinal cord inju-

ries! In all fairness this seems to be a lot more fun after a drink or two. 

 

5. Lawn Darts 

      Nothing says good times like a large impalement object being tossed around by kids. What could possibly go wrong? A 

lot. A huge amount can go wrong with allowing small kids to hurl weapons at each other. Who would have thought? 

By Jennifer LoNigro 

 
 

Christmas Past 

I 



If you know me personally, I know you can remember me telling every single person that 2021 is going to be my year. I wanted to go big or 

go home this year. Trust me, I went big. This year alone I started my online clothing store, turned that store into a store front at the 

Northshore Mall, turned 23, and went viral on TikTok (Twice). I'm not done just yet, how I see it is I have 3 more months to squeeze in 

some big accomplishments. Let me tell you about them all.  

About Messina Clothing: Messina Clothing is named after the town that my mother is from in Sicily. I wanted to bring a little 

part of my second home that I have been missing so much during Covid back to Mass. The creation of Messina Clothing started during 

quarantine, when I realized how much I loved online shopping, but I couldn't find pieces that I was truly in love with to actually spend my 

money on. I started my dream of owning multiple businesses from the basement of my parents’ house. The whole room was now a giant 

walk-in closet filled with buckets of clothing, clothing racks everywhere, and a desk where I would sit for HOURS creating my brand. After a 

few months of being an online store I took a chance on myself and reached out to the Northshore Mall to see what the step were to move 

forward in creating a pop-up store front. They were super excited that a local woman owned small business wanted to be in their mall, 

enough so they worked out an amazing deal to get me a location very fast. I signed a 3-month lease from Mid-May until the end of August. 

I worked hard all day every day to put together my first location, but I couldn't have done it without the help of my friends and family!  

After the lease was almost done, I realized how much I love what I'm doing and wanted to continue my journey at the NorthShore Mall, so I 

signed a lease for another year in this location! I went from testing out a pop-up shop to thinking about 

the next years’ worth of time that I will be here!  

My First Fashion Show: I've been so blessed to have had the chance to work so closely with 

Annmarie LaFauci and the whole DreamRose team, getting to participate in the talk shows, photoshoots 

and my favorite fashion shows. I was even lucky enough to provide the last fashion show with clothing 

from Messina. It was an amazing event and it inspired me to do the same. I will officially be having my 

very own fashion show on November 14th, 2021. With Gianna Gravalese, from Dirty Water Media, as my 

host and Nicole Michelle as my performer, I'm so excited to put together an amazing show! Tickets go on 

sale October 17th.  

Expanding Messina Clothing: You'd think with opening my first store, and now planning 

a Fashion Show I would have my hands full. Well, there's actually more! I'm also very excited to an-

nounce that Messina Clothing is expanding! Not just another store front BUT A MEN'S STORE!! Messina Men will be coming to the North 

Shore Mall November 1st, 2021! This pop-up shop will run from November 1st to January 31st and will feature clothing for men 18-50. 

With a variety of Vintage, Classic, Streetwear and Sophisticated Clothing, there is something for every man. Messina Men will also be hold-

ing the brand Cuts Clothing in its store front which is available for people to try on the online only brand before they buy! I can't wait to 

continue to grow with Messina Clothing and see what the future holds!  

Thank you to everyone who has supported me in this journey the past year!  

Follow us on social media: Instagram/ TikTok: @messinaclothing Facebook Page: Messina Clothing Address: 210 Andover St Peabody, MA 

01960 Messina Events (Fashion Show Updates) Instagram: @Messina_Events 

By Alexa DiStefano 
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BOSTON FASHION 



Photos taken and provided by Bash pics of Fashion Scene in  Boston, to learn about designers, models and further information on location  
please visit him on Instagram @Bash_Pics 
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